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Abstract:
Inventory management is one central problem of operations. The classical inventory theories typically focus on the operational tradeoffs to optimize
the inventory decisions. In practice, however, many firms are public that often have short-term interests in their market value. In this research, we aim
to understand two possible effects of stock market reaction on firms＊ inventory operations in the presence of asymmetric information. First, a firm's
ordering decision can signal information of its demand prospect to which investors might react strongly in specific events. As a consequence, our
equilibrium analysis finds that under the conventional supply contracts, a firm with high demand expectation may over-order to credibly signal its
information. This however can lower the firm's true profitability and might also cause unnecessary product returns in the supply chain. We discuss an
operational mechanism to restore the operational efficiency as well as to facilitate information signaling. Second, a firm's inventory level can also
influence its reported earnings, as more inventory can stimulate the short-term sales and might also deflate the reported cost of goods sold. On the
other hand, the investors often do not observe the true demand or cost as the reported information contains noises. Our analysis reveals that in such
a situation, a firm that has a short-term interest in its stock price may install more inventory in equilibrium to inflate its earnings. We discuss the
determinants of such an effect and also some empirical evidence based on the financial data of the U.S. listed public companies.
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